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About This Game

Join the Herd!

Protect your cornfields and lock up your livestock, because FLOCK is here! Pilot a UFO around vibrantly-colored landscapes in
this charming sandbox puzzle game where you must herd animal life back to the Motherflocker. Using a powerful physics

engine that drives many of the game’s elements, FLOCK features over 50 pastoral puzzles. Pick up wood to form bridges, move
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boulders to create obstructions, and flatten fields into pathways all to help deliver your herd before time runs out! Flock together
with a friend and even create and share your own crazy levels online!

Herd, poke, prod and manipulate cute, cuddly animals that react to each other and their hazardous surroundings

Over 50 levels of pastoral puzzle challenges

2 player local co-op flocking

Level editor allows for custom puzzles to be created, shared and rated

Compelling environments complemented by a whimsical art style, beautiful lighting and distinctive textures makes this
one of the most graphically-advanced downloadable titles to date

Real-world physics engine creates all new types of puzzles; Pick up wood to form bridges, move boulders to create
obstructions, and flatten fields into pathways

Lots of fun surprises, secret collectibles and upgrades to find
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Title: Flock!
Genre: Casual, Strategy
Developer:
Proper Games
Publisher:
Capcom
Release Date: 7 Apr, 2009
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WORST. NO SOUND IN GAME, PLEASE FIX.. Can't really called this persona clone, since the characters here are so
interesting, their story are connected and deep, the game play is REALLY interesting, never seen this kind of combat play in
any other games, give this a try, the story is written by former persona 1 and 2 story writer.. So far I have to agree with
Icemonkey this XXXXing UPlay PUP (Potentially Unwanted Program) is a pain in the♥♥♥♥♥

I have installed the game have tried over and over to create an account with UPLAY but it rejects my username/password, even
thouh it's what they sent me!!!

Entering in to the game I cant fly anything as there are no missions without logging in XXXX me sideways.

Oh and the YUPLAY site isn't even all in english.

I played the demo with out a care in the world but this bought version is .............................
. It's open world
roam around
"leaf" some creature
and collect berries. this is a great game kind of hard great if you want a challenge. well... gameplay is great. you can fly, u can
play with ur friends, have 4vs4 pvp also.
i play with controller but its kinda hard to control my chara, maybe because i just not used play this game.

and i`m using i5-6500, GTX 1060 3GB, 16GB RAM. usually FPS is about 50-60,
but sometime when i fly high or so much mob showing, my FPS drop to 30-40 this is quite annoying.
and why i can't change fullscreen Resolution to 1920 x 1080 ? at Fullscreen reso option max is 1600x900
but i can play at reso 1920x1080 borderless or windowed, its kinda weird or just me dunno how to setting it up?

but i love this game 9.5/10. Really nice game where you can deck out your profile using the achievement showcase. On sale it
goes by 49 cents which is a nice price. Unlike other games with a good amount of achievements this one doesn't spam as you
have to do certain things to get most of it (such as destroying x number of tanks using a certain weapon). Play it if you don't
have anything to do.. i recieved this product for free.

Very good game with a lot of potential. Love how active the devs are at listening to feedback and implimenting new ideas.
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I need jesus more than ever after perchasing this.

10\/10 would recomend to anyone.. I am a fan of the original Deus Ex Machina (1985) so it helps on this review some. If I
never played the original on a ZX Spectrum emulator I am sure that I would of not understood this game. I enjoyed the retelling
of the story but this game feels a bit rushed with everything. I kind missed the one-on-one interactions the Defect had with the
Machine, the androids, and robots. Like how the Defect asked "Can I be extremely wealthy after I choose to escape? Do we all
agree, amigos?" and the others replied. To me all this felt like a musical revision and not as much of a play like the first game
was. I wouldn't mind a future patch for this game. Like if the music volume could fade out while The Programmer (Narrator) is
talking. Maybe some fine adjustments to the controls. An a edit to a couple of levels. Most of the levels were well done but ones
like Adolescence felt rushed and sloppy. Again the only reason I am recommending this game for now is because of the original
and how this game is another view of it.. steam suggested me this

video was nice and explodey, installed

wtfIdonteven.gif

cannot understand menu,
need to read all the things
before actually getting into a game

did mistake of closing goal mission, cannot find it anymore

there is a city, no idea how to fly, not even reached the game proper

uninstalled. awsome game :D. Beautiful art, thought-provoking game play.
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